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RPC合作组文章审核邮件记录--已通过

"Pengcheng Cao" <pengcheng.cao@cern.ch> 2020-7-20 10:22:55

主 题:

发件人:

收件人:
"Zhen-An LIU" <liuza@ihep.ac.cn>, "Jingzhou Zhao" <zhaojz@ihep.ac.cn>, "gongwx@ihep.ac.cn"
<gongwx@ihep.ac.cn>, "caopc@ihep.ac.cn" <caopc@ihep.ac.cn>, "taojia@ihep.ac.cn" <taojia@ihep.ac.cn>,
"kouhj@ihep.ac.cn" <kouhj@ihep.ac.cn>, "songjn@ihep.ac.cn" <songjn@ihep.ac.cn>

FWD

________________________________________
From: Roumyana Mileva Hadjiiska
Sent: 06 July 2020 13:18
To: Pengcheng Cao; Sijin Qian
Cc: Borislav Pavlov
Subject: RE: Paper draft to be approved -- IHEP trigger group (iRPC BEE)

Hi Pengcheng,

Yes, from the RPC side the approval is over.
Thank you for your accurate work.
Now we are waiting for a Muon decision.
I think a Muon group reviewer should be already assigned.
Best!
Roumyana
________________________________________
From: Pengcheng Cao
Sent: 06 July 2020 11:10
To: Sijin Qian
Cc: Borislav Pavlov; Roumyana Mileva Hadjiiska
Subject: RE: Paper draft to be approved -- IHEP trigger group (iRPC BEE)

Dear Roumyana, Dear Borislav,

Could I assume that the RPC approval for my draft is completed now, and I need to wait for the Muon approval to be 
completed?
I have not received any new emails related to the Muon approval, could you please inform me how about the current 
statusl?

Looking forward to your kindly reply.

Best Regards,
Pengcheng

________________________________________
From: Sijin Qian
Sent: 04 July 2020 20:53
To: Pengcheng Cao
Cc: Borislav Pavlov; Roumyana Mileva Hadjiiska
Subject: RE: Paper draft to be approved -- IHEP trigger group (iRPC BEE)

Thanks, Pengcheng, for the modifications to the draft. I have no more
comments.
Best wishes,
-Sijin

On Sat, 4 Jul 2020, Pengcheng Cao wrote:

> Dear Prof. Sijin,
>
> Thanks for your latest comments, please find the new responses(or explanations) and updated draft (with 
modifications highlighted) in the attachment.
>
> I think I have not missed any parts this time and hope we could go to the next approval step. How do you think?
>
> Looking forward to your kindly reply.
>
> Best Regards,
> Pengcheng
>
>
> ________________________________________
> From: Sijin Qian
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> Sent: 04 July 2020 13:53
> To: Pengcheng Cao
> Cc: Borislav Pavlov; Roumyana Mileva Hadjiiska; cms-rpc-conference-committee (CMS RPC Conference Committee 
Members); Gabriella Pugliese; Zhenan Liu; Zhen-An LIU; Jingzhou Zhao; taojia@ihep.ac.cn; kouhj@ihep.ac.cn; 
songjn@ihep.ac.cn; gongwx@ihep.ac.cn; caopc@ihep.ac.cn; Elsa Fabiola Vazquez Valencia; Kyong Sei Lee; Salvador 
Carrillo Moreno
> Subject: RE: Paper draft to be approved -- IHEP trigger group (iRPC BEE) (a few more questions and comments for 
your 0703 version)(sorry for forgetting to add commas between names in the item 2(b))
>
> Sorry, Pengcheng and all, for that I forgot to add commas between names in
> my suggestion for the item (2b). It is corrected in-line below.
>
> Best wishes,
>
> -Sijin
>
> On Sat, 4 Jul 2020, Sijin QIAN wrote:
>
>> Pengcheng and other authors:
>>
>>       I have roughly read through
>> iRPC_BEE_PaperDraft_Sijin_Comments20200703.pdf, and am glad to see
>> that many of my comments for 20200701version have been accepted or
>> answered.
>>
>>       However, there are two items in my previous comments (for the
>> 20200701version) which I would like to discuss a little further. I list
>> them together with some new ones below, please make a note of it if any
>> of them would be sound before making the submission.
>>
>>       Thank you and looking forward to hearing from you.
>>
>> -Sijin
>>
>> ============================ begin =============
>>
>> In general
>>
>> (1) These are parts of a previous comments for 20200701version, i.e. ...
>> .
> .
> .
>
>> Pages 1-2, in the Authors list
>>
>> (2) To be consistent with all other 1000+ CMS papers,
>>
>>  (a) a comma should be added after each name, so that the spaces
>> between two authors and between the 1st initial and family name of
>> each author shall not be confused;
>>
>>  (b) also, it'll be looked better if the 1st initial and family name
>> of an author are not separated into two lines, e.g.
>>
>> L12-16: (to change from)
>>
>> "G. Sultanovc  A. Dimitrovd   L.
>>  Litovd   B. Pavlovd   P. Petkovd   A.
>>  Petrovd  S.J. Qiane   D. Hanf  Y.
>>  Wangf   C. Avilag   A. Cabrerag   C.
>>  Carrillog   M. Segurag   S. Alyh" -->
>>
>> "G. Sultanovc  A. Dimitrovd
>>  L. Litovd   B. Pavlovd   P. Petkovd
>>  A. Petrovd  S.J. Qiane   D. Hanf
>>  Y. Wangf   C. Avilag   A. Cabrerag
>>  C. Carrillog   M. Segurag   S. Alyh" -->
>
> It should be
>
> "G. Sultanovc,  A. Dimitrovd,
>  L. Litovd,   B. Pavlovd,   P. Petkovd,
>  A. Petrovd,  S.J. Qiane,   D. Hanf,
>  Y. Wangf,   C. Avilag,   A. Cabrerag,
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>  C. Carrillog,   M. Segurag,   S. Alyh," -->
>
>
>> Other places where the similar changes as (b) can be made are
>>
>> L9-10,
>> L20,
>> L22,
>> L24,
>> L26-29,
>> L31-32, and
>> L34-37, etc.
>
> .
> .
> .
> =========================== end ======================
>


